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A Note of the Effe~t on the Geomagnetic Field 

of the Solar Eclipse 

By 

YusHIN YAMAGUCHI 

概 要

41 

地磁気静隠日，臼変イじに及ぼす日食の影響は，従来一線な日変佑磁場を仮定して評価されてきた

が，乙の近似は梢々粗雑すぎるので．通常の日変化磁喝を採用してよりー般的に影響のf立を評価す

る方法ぞ述べた．

§ 1. Introduction 

The effect of the solar eclipse on the geomagnetic field has been studied by 

many authors, from observational or theoretical stand point. S. Chapman stated 

the idea that the solar eclipse diminishes the conductivity in the ionosphere and the 

current systems of the Sq field are deformed. He calculated, regarding an theore・ 

tical model and estimated the effect is at most 10 or 20γ．〔1〕

From the same view point, T. Nagata et al and H. Volland studied the effe-

cts theoretically.〔2〕，（3〕Inthese studies, they assumed the uniform Sq current 

system. However, the diameter of the penumbra! eclipse region is about 4000 miles, 

and tho assumption that the current system of Sq field are uniform over such ex-

tensive area, may be unreasonable.〔1〕Especially, in case of the solar eclipse 19th, 

April 1958 the center of the annular eclipse zone goes on by the side of the vortex 

center of the Sq current system. In this case, the assumption will be rather rough. 

In this paper, the author wishes to exclude the assumption by proceeding along the 

dynamo theory. Furthermore, H. Volland who treated the problem as the dynamo 

theory of the Sq, supposes that the current functions can be superposed, that is, 

R=Re+Rq, where Rq is the current function for the conductivity which produces 

the Sq field and Re for the deforming conductivity, on the eclipsed day. In case 

of the two dimensional problem, that is generally unreasonable. The points are 

treated more generally in this paper. 

§ 2. Determination of the current function 

The electric current in the E or lower produces the Sq field and the dynamo 
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theory explains the procedure. The effects of the solar eclipse on the Sq field have 

been also explained from the view point that the deformation of the Sq current 

system is arisen on account of diminishing of the conductivity in the same layer. 

Taking the polar coordinates system, the dynamo equation in the two dimen・ 

sion can be written as follows; 

aa-2[等主l＋吟戸］＝σ［右京＋がind禁）］
－［土笠加．況 δσ］

sinO aゅaゅ・sinσδeoe J 、‘，a
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where H~ is the vertical component of the earth’s magnetic field and u, v the sou-

thward and eastward components of the motion of the medium. R is the current 

function. 

If the earth’s magnetic field is regarded as that of a centered magnetic dipo・ 

le, then we have approximately 

H:=C cos O+C tan仇sinecos（φ一φ。） ( 2) 

where C is a constant and is approximately equal to -2/3 gauss, 80 and φ。thecoor-

dinates of the geomagnetic north pole. 

If we assume that the oscillation of the ionospheric layer, where the dynamo 

current flows, is of the harmonic type and has a velocity potential '11 given by 

'1" = L,L,K，.叩 (3) 

””‘ 

then 
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The nature of the oscillation is not known accurately, but, whatever be the 

actual form, it is possible to express it by the above. 

Following Chaman, we assume that the integrated conductivity in a spherical 

shell where the dynamo current is produced, is given by 

where 

σ11＝σ。＋a,cos <c>+az cos2"' 

cos w=sin o cos B+cos o sine cost 

(4) 

o is the declination of the sun, B and λare the colatitude and longitude of 

the point, and t the local time. 

The conductivity σin the same layer on the eclipsed day are different from σq 

and the difference between them is the effect of the solar eclipse on the conductivity. 

When we define, 

，、 σ'1-o・皿In

σ6＝σq一σ，c＝一一一一一一』ー
V'f 

r σqーσ一
σ.，－O"mln 

(5) 

the following can be obtained. 

σ＝σ11(1－ε・I') ( 6) 

σmin is the minimum conductivity in the eclipsed area and c depends on the 
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recombination coe伍cientand can be regarded as constant during the solar eclipse. 

εand r are determined from the observation of the ionosphere. 
For instance we assume, following Volland, ( 3〕

rce）＝土 （34+ 39 cos 2 (-i>+ 30 cos 4 C-3>+ 25 cos 6 C-3>) 
128 

(..) =.:; 30。 (7) 

where 6> is the colatitude in the polar coordinates systems with the center of the 

eclipsed area as the pole. When we transform the coordinates to the geographical 

ones, we obtain 

reめ＝÷断ω
+sin 81•cos （入，一入；1) •tanθ）‘＋25 b06(cos 81 +sin 81 •c。＇S （λ一λ1）・tanθ）0} (8) 

Where θ1 and A1 are the colatitude and longitude at t of the center of the 

geographical coordinates system and 

• l-sin28・sin2（λ一入J
R ー
均一1+tan28cos2 （λ－Ai) 

The equation (6) can be written by the Fourier series and we obtain 

σ＝ 2: f,, cost σ2= 2: g, cos st (9) 

In general, the deformed conductivity in the ionosphere may be able to be 

always aproximated by an appropriate equation and we can treat it as the above. 

Thus, we can proceed similarly as the dynamo theory of Sq. Then, substituting (3) 

and (9) into (1) and simplifying, the left hand side of (1) reduces to 

個 .rfδw. dP,.m 1 
K2評 λg,sin8K,.11 L l Tiif・de一仰＋1) H 11Pn"' }si伽 tーαのcosst 

+_E_也 Pn"'cos(mt－α♂〕00弱t
sin28 oφ 」 (10) 

It is, therefore, clear that R which must satisfy the equation (1) should be 

expressible as a series of surface harmonics, 

R＝エエKn"'・C・K2: 2: PNM PsJisin(MtーαNJI) (11) 
N•O,JI・ ー同

where p，.，・.vis a constant to be evaluated, and when M is a negat』veinteger we as ． 
sume that P1吊’且＇＝Pi子，＼

「rMs〆 1
CK22:2: 2: sin8・Knm~~PoJII （ーァτ五－N(N+l））ιlpN.ll

ー 個 .II ./It L l:Slll' fl J 

δんtdP,v.lll 一一一 1 －－－一一lsin(M+S匂一αNJII δ8 dθJ J 
(12) 

By using the relation 

d dPNJI 「 M2l 
-sin8－＇~ー＋sin81 N (N + 1）ーで万 IPNAl=O
d8 dθI  sin 8 I 

(13) 
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’「δ＇Hr: dp,.1n 客五五［（，.＇刈an・7以－n（糾l)HeP,.msin((m州 tーα，f
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where 

「 Ms’1 df,, dP〆V
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I sin fJ I dB de 

For any preassigned value of m and 久 wehave 
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sin28δφ 」

(15) 

(16) 

Taking H:=C cos 8, that is, assuming the coincidence of the axis of the rotation 

to the magnetic dipole axis, 

1 r 手忍五Pu・vR.v.l'sin〔（M+s')t－αJ〕＝長石＼n(n+2)(n-m+l)P:+i 

+(n2一1)

Equating the coe旺eicientsof the corresqonding harmonic terms, we get 

L,2:,PN・11R.vM =___!.__{ n(n+2) (n-m+l)P~：·.1+ (n2-l) (m+n)P~－i ~g,, (17) 
.ir N Zn+ 1 l J 

Equation (17) in general gives an infinite number of equations, which when 

solved gives PnAt and hence, current function R 〔4〕Refferingto the equation(15), 

it is evident the following is not always satisfied 

歩♂＝金払z一姥N

Namely, even when the current function deduced from the dynamo equation 

for the σq and σe are added, the result is not always equal to the current function 

for the conductivity 0・（＝σqーσ.，）

§ 3. The magnetic field 

The magnetic potential W at the surface of the earth of the radius r produ-

ced by the current function deduced above is given by the relations 
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国 N N +l /a¥'" 
W=-4πLL 一一一｛一 ）PN.u pN:vsin(Mt－αNJI〕

A・ •0 .It・－N2N+l¥rノ
While, the magnetic potential of the Sq field W q is given as follows, 

国 N N+l/a¥"・ 
W11=-4πL, Li”一一（一） P11；~P_..·vsin〔Mt-a.，，勺

,y.o x--.v2N + 1 ¥ r J 

•15 

(18) 

(19) 

Therefore, the effect on the Sq field can be4obtained from the magnetic poten・ 

ti al 

研＇o=W11-W (20) 

The position of the dynamo current is not known accurately, but, it is clear 

that the values of W does not depend very critically on a. 

§ 4. Conclusion 

It is shown, that the effects on the Sq field of the solar ecliqse can be dedu-

ced by the dynamo theory, even near the center of the Sq current system. In 

practical problems, computations may be simplified without affecting the results 

by neglecting the higher order terms. In paper, the geographical distributions of 

the deformed conductivity at one time point during the solar eclipse are considered, 

the time changes of the affected field at one station must be calculated at many time 

points, by repeatedly using of the equation. Expressing a locus of the zone of 

maximum eclipsed area explicitly by simple function of time t, and the effects may 

be calculated with only some alterations of the results. 
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